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"Jason's a legend, Jenny ... a legend."
--

Tom Schwartz, "Friday the 13th:

Part II" (1981)
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Students ordered to stop
illegal music downloading
Laura McHugh
Writer

OurTunes, MyTunes, LimeWire,
Grokster, KaZaa, 'Aries: the list of
outlets to illegally download music
seems to be endless with students on
college and university campuses free
to take their pick. A group of Wooster
students has recently learned the price
of such freedom.
In a wave that is sweeping the
nation, The College of Wooster is
starting to crack down on copyright
infringement and illegal
On Sept. 18, Sheila Wilson, secretary of the College, received an
from Jeremy Landis of the Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA), a trade organization that
the U.S. recording industry.
The
informed Wilson of
users on the Wooster network "offering an infringing sound recording for
download through a peer to peer
application." Notice of such activity
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educational institution's objective to
instill in its students moral and legal
clarity,"
Sherman said thousands of people
in the United States have lost their
jobs and the entertainment industry
has lost billions of dollars as a result
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makes the user, as well as the network,
liable for copyright infringement
penalties.
In the past year, the RIAA has made
major strides to pressure college and
university administration to take
action against illegal
The
Sept. 18
to Wilson said, "Under
the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act, if you ignore this notice, your
institution may also be liable for any
resulting infringement."
On Sept. 26, RIAA President Cary
Sherman spoke before the U.S. House
of Representatives Subcommittee on
21st Century Competitiveness and
Committee on Education and the
Workforce. She said, "Allowing illegal

"

Photo illustration by Andy Maloney.
of illegal
"College and
university students remain a very sig- nificant part of the problem."
file-shari-
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"Each year, millions of students
arrive on campus with time, high- speed computing networks, and a new
b

favorite word: 'free'."
In 2005 the Recording Industry
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Mascot tryouts yield low turnout SGA president happy
with its membership
College keeps McWoo, attempts to

fill

shoes of the Fighting Scot; two students show up at Wednesday's tryouts

entertain and to get the crowd excited

V

and involved.
In preparation for try-ou- ts
Dreussi
said he "looked at youtube.com and
mascot Web sites" to gear up for any
competition he may have encountered
s.
at the

f

try-out-
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Matholone, while disappointed by
the small turnout seemed somewhat
relieved, saying, "as far as competition
goes, it's good for me."
Despite
the meager turnout,
Matholone seems hopeful for the new
mascot finding its place in the
Wooster community. "I'd like it to
catch on and be more known. And in
future years, hopefully people will
want to do it more than now," she said.
A mascot needs to have are a have
song, a signature move, be able to
improvise and have an entertaining
and hopefully funny skit, according to
guidelines passed out at tryouts. Most
importantly a mascot needs to be a
good performer who understands how
to interact with the crowd.
The same guidelines say the
responsibilities of both McWoo and
the currently-unnamFighting Scot
mascot include enthusiasm, confidence and personality as well as dance
and improvisation skills.
Once students are selected to fill
each of the costumes, they will be
expected to appear at Family
Weekend, Homecoming Weekend,
Hoops Madness,
the Wooster-Wittenbebasketball game, "W"
Association events, the Kilt Classic,
the 'Al Van Wie Tournament, the Nan
Nichols Tournament and any post-
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Alex Dreussi '09 tries out for a spot as Wooster's newest
mascot, the Fighting Scot (Photo by Mac Buehler).

Grace Lynch and Mac Buehler
Voice Staff
Try-ou- ts
for Wooster's new mascot
took place Wednesday night. Only
two sophomores rose to the challenge
of becoming the new Wooster mas

cot, Alex Dreussi "09 and Kate
Matholone '09.
The new mascot will "represent the
school and the school's spirit," said
Megan Dougherty, Wooster's operations manager, who ran the
s.
The role of a mascot, she said, is to
try-out-

season games.
Mascots will also be required to
appear at a minimum of two games

per athletic team.
Dreussi and Matholone
both
appeared excited about the opportunity to become Wooster's mascot.
Dreussi has a history of entertaining and school spirit, "I always wanted
to be a mascot. I didn't have one in
high school, but I wrapped myself in
tin foil," he said.

Jonah Comstock

SGA cabinet member.

Voice Staff

"Every year we try and make SGA
more functional and mofe rof a cohesive,
body,"
said
Hartschuh, "A lot of changes were
made to the constitution
to four years ago, so we've been
working to clarify roles, to really
clarify who we are and how we're

After a somewhat-rock- y
start at the
beginning of the year, the Student
Government Association (SGA) is up
and running again.
The SGA began the year in controversy over some students' property
that became damaged while in SGA
storage, and proceeded to have a
lower turnout for elections then was
desirable.
However, approximately a
into the school year, SGA
month-and-a-h-

alf

well-defin-

ed

three-and-a-h-

alf

defined as a body."

Another goal of the SGA is to
improve its public image, and they
have already began unworking toward
this end. "I think we're taking a lot of
steps to try and get our voice out there

rather have members who are devoted
than members who don't care or who aren't
interested. So I'm happy with our membership."
"I would

Jonathan Hartschuch '07
President, Student Government Association
president Jonathan Hartschuh "07 is
happy with the current membership of
20 senators and eight cabinet members.
"I would rather have members who
are devoted than members who don't
care or who aren't interested," said
Hartschuh. "So I'm happy with our
membership. If we were trying to
pull people in who didn't want to be
here, we would be having trouble getting a quorum at our meetings and
getting people interested, so I feel
very positive about the membership
we have right now."
The organization has been working
on a number of projects already this
year, including organizing airport
transportation for breaks forming a
committee to reevaluate the meal plan
and arranging a forum on illegal
music downloading.
The SGA has also dedicated
resources to revising its own constitution to eliminate possibly-redunda- nt
or superfluous positions and to more
specifically define the duties of each

and get information to the students in

the.

campus
said
community,"
Hartschuh. "Kelly Wisniewski '09
was reporting on a food project we
were working on
passing out food
items with our information, our meeting times and our
address.
We're also working on a newsletter
this year that's going to be new."
The newsletter is set to come out
shortly after fall break and is intended
as a means for SGA to communicate
with the students directly about projects and opportunities that affect them.
Another committee, affectionately
called the "C.O.W Card in the City
is working to get the C.O.W.
Card accepted as a debit card at local
businesses like Drug Mart
Hartschuh, a long-tim- e
member of
the SGA, said that this year is going as
well as any other.
"Each year kind of has a different
feel to it and it's different from previous years" said Hartschuh. "I think it's
going pretty well."
e-m- ail
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College Democrats' President
Cam MacLeod and College

Republicans' President John
Steinman offer their takes on
North Korea.

See page

3.
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Nick Weiss writes about the
lack of theater productions

roles for student-ageactors. See what he's talking
about on page 4.
with

d

David Alexander '08, Eric
Richardson '09 and Rob
Wadleigh '09 are three of the
many students who would
like to see the addition of a
film major at Wooster. See
page 5.

Comedian K.T. Tatara
cracks up The College
Underground on Monday
evening. See a photo of
the event on page 6.

No

losses against

Wittenberg last weekend;
two wins and a tie for

Wooster against the Tigers.
"
8.

See page
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What a reception: NFL legend visits College

NATIONAL

NFL

Planexrashes into
Manhattan condo,

hall-of-fam-

Franco Harris, former Pittsburgh Steeler

er

(1972-83-

and Seattle Seahawk (1984) visited The College of Wooster on Tuesday evening.

)

Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff

New York Yankee
pitcher-pilo-t
killed

.

Voice

TV

13

Professional football
Franco Harris was spotted wandering
Wooster's pathways last Tuesday
afternoon.
Director of Hospitality Services
Chuck Wagers met Harris Tuesday
afternoon to discuss the implementation of Harris's organic food line
Super Bakery, which was available
for sampling this past week in
Lowry. Wagers then coordinated a
"surprise" visit to the Fighting Scots
football team.
Harris, a star running back for the
Pittsburgh Steelers from 1972-19and for the Seattle Seahawks in 1984,
was named the Most Valuable Player
of Super Bowl IX, rushing a spectacular 158 yards against the Minnesota
Vikings defense. His career 12,120
rushing yards earned him a spot in the
Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1990.
Harris is most famous for his
"Immaculate Reception," the touchdown-scoring
"catch" from Terry
Bradshaw in 1972, giving the
Pittsburgh Steelers their first playoff
win. Harris's catch led the Steelers to
a 13-- 7 win over the Oakland Raiders
in one of the best and most controversial plays in the history of the NFL.
Head football coach Mike Schmitz
said that Franco's visit was "a rare
opportunity ... it was great to have
him here." Harris spent about 15 minutes with the team after practice,
speaking about the importance of
work ethic and team unity. Team
members also had the opportunity to
receive signed autographs and take
snapshots with the
Defensive end .Ryan Thomas '08
said that Harris's visit was unexpected
hall-of-fam-

Thirty-fo- ur
New York
year-ol- d
Yankee pitcher Cory Lidle and his
flight instructor were killed on
Wednesday, Oct. 1 1 in New York City
when his plane crashed into the
Belaire Condominiums. As of press
time the name of the flight instructor
had not been disclosed.
The plane reported fuel problems
and, according to witnesses, was flying
low and erratically over the East River
before it crashed into Manhattan's
East Side high-ris- e
apartment building located at 524 E 72nd and York.
The plane sent calls of distress but
lost contact with air traffic control
after circling The Statue of Liberty
The flight departed the Teterboro
airport in New Jersey at around 2:30
p.m. and crashed into the Belaire
building shortly after.
Reports estimate around 20 casualties and two deaths. No casualties have
been reported of those within the
building at the time of the accident,
though the crash burned many residential apartments in the building.

Friends of missing
UVM student start
Facebook campaign,
leads turn up empty

21-year-- old

i

83

hall-of-fam-

After almost a week of empty leads,
missing University of Vermont stuGardner-Quinn- 's
dent Michelle
whereabouts remain unknown.
Gardner-Quin- n
was last seen
in the early hours of Oct. 7 when she
left the bars in the downtown area
near her university. She was last seen
walking toward her dormitory.
She was reported missing by her
parents, who were visiting for the
weekend, wljen she failed to meet
them the next day.
Police are investigating a "random
guy" with whom Gardner-Quin- n
left
the bar at 2:15 a.m. on Saturday as
well as a male driving a suspicious
hatchback car around the area. Also,
police issued warrants and searched a
Richmond, Vt., home. A spokesperson for the police department maintained the searched home does not
belong to a suspect and has made no
official announcements of solid leads
in this case.
Friends of Gardner-Quin- n
have
started a campaign on social networking site facebook.com in hopes of generating leads.
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Franco Harris spoke to College of Wooster football players during a surprise visit on Tuesday
eygning:Jjarrisj
Super Bread, his organic food line (Photo by Karin Johnson).
and inspiring.

Harris's short speech
focused on inspiration and health.
Though Harris's true purpose of the
visit was to establish the logistics of
implementing Super Bakery, he didn't
pitch his products to the team.
Said Thomas, "I didn't know he
was going to speak," but Harris
emphasized the importance of healthy
lifestyles, both on and off the field.
Harris informed players that the average life expectancy of an NFL player
was only 55 years, significantly shorter than the average American.

Though Harris's last season ended
of the team
recognized and respected the football
great. For example, Harris was the
subject of Ryan Thomas's sixth-grain 1984, many members

de

paper.

Outside linebacker Sam Stover '09
of his teammates were
"really excited, but I didn't know who
he was." Stover still benefited from
the visit. "I enjoyed it," he says. "He
gave really good advice about how to
develop ourselves and our team members through all the pain."
said that many

.

From Akido to jazz, Azimuth allows dream exploration

In response to North Korea's
alleged testing of underground
nuclear weapons, President Bush says
North Korea, with whom the Unites
States has maintained a volatile relationship, will face "serious repercussions."

The alleged nuclear test took place
.on Monday, Oct. 9 in Gilju. The test
has been confirmed by Russia.
Bush says the United States should
remain diplomatic but plans to defend
its allies in the region near North
Korea.
A Security Council Agreement concurs that North Korea should face disciplinary actions. North Korea has
threatened more tests and attacks
should the United States remain
aggressive in pursuing this matter. '

NYT writer
Katie Foufts
Managing Editor

Waheguru Khalsa '07 demonstrates Akido, a martial art he learned while studying in
Chicago, III. over the summer. Khalsa's study was funded through an Azimuth grant.
Students interested in receiving information about Azimuth should contact the Lilly House
(Photo by Karin Johnson).
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The Wooster Forum series will end
on Tuesday Oct. 24 when journalist
David Brooks presents "Politics and
Human Nature."
,
,
Brooks, a New York Times journalist, has had an extensive career in
journalism working with such public
cations as The Wall Street Journal,
Forbes, The New Yorker, The
Washington Post and the Weekly
Standard. Brooks is renowned for his
conservative political commentary.
He wrote the best-sell- er
"Bobos in
Paradise: The New Upper Class and
How They Got There." His latest book
is entitled "On Paradise Drive: How
We Live Now (And Always Have) in
the Future Tense." Currently, he is
teaching at Duke University's Terry
Sanford Institute of Public Policy.
This final installment of the
Wooster Forum Series will be held in
McGaw Chapel at 7:30 p.m on Oct. 24.

On the DL: students must halt file sharing
RIAA
continued from p. I

Association of America (RIAA) sued
over 100 individuals from 53 colleges
and universities
for copyright
infringement. They also filed over 649
"John Doe" suits against individuals
illegally distributing copyrighted
music through unauthorized services

Brirfs compiled from wire reports by

1

such as KaZaa and LimeWire.
Student Government Association
(SGA) President Jonathan Hartschuh
said that, as of last week, 89 students
on campus received letters and emails
because of copyright infringement. "If
a student gets one letter, it's just a
warning," said Hartscluuh at the SGA
meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 1. "If it's
a multiple offense, then the case will go
through certain judicial processes."
1

It

Emily Halnon '09 was one of the 89
students to receive such a letter from
Wilson. The letter read, "Based on the
information provided to us from RIAA,
the violation is alleged to have
occurred on a computer registered in
your name." The letter advised Halnon
to remove the illegal material from her
computer, saying, "future violations of
the policy will result in a judicial hearing andor criminal prosecution."

,L
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Charles Ebner
Cuss of 2008
No,
I'm

don't download.
afraid I will get

I

CAUGHT AND

I

DON'T

NEED ANY MORE MUSIC,
v"'

"As long as students continue
to
corrupt this specialized academic network for the flagrant theft of music,
we will continue to make it clear that
there are consequences for these
unlawful actions," said Sherman, on
the RIAA Web site. "With the multitude of legal music alternatives available to students today, there is simply
no excuse for this ongoing, illegal
downloading on college campuses."

H.""S.
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Katie FouUs

In last week's Features section, a photo
of "Soup and Prom appeared on page 4.
The Prom Queen was incorrectly identified
as Kelly Patton '08. The actual prom queen
was Katy Patton '07.
An editor erred.
Again in the Features section on page 4,
the illustration
credited
to Julia
Heiulriikson
was actually drawn by
Sattazalin.
An editor erred.
While we strive for excellence every
week, we too fall short. Please send your
corrections to votce(a)wmsUr.rdu

-

to end 2006
Forum Series

WORLD

Bush: North Korea
will face repercussions

However, not all players recognized
Harris's fame. Tight end Matt Kopke
'10 explained, "I'm from Michigan, so I
didn't really know him." Kopke added
that though Harris's accomplishments
had escaped him, "he gave us really
good information about nutrition."
Harris's visit, though short in duration, granted members of the
Fighting Scots football team a unique
opportunity to rub shoulders with
greatness and receive football advice
from one of- the most infamous football players in the NFL.

ANYWAY.

Erica Davis
Class of 2008
used Aries and
limewire, but stopped
because my hard drive
I

I

I

Adeel Alavi
Class of 2009
i

illegally downloaded music from
random web sites.

have

failed.

Photos by Julia Hendrickson, reporting by Laura Mctiugh
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Elizabeth Bremer
,

.

Class of 2008

but then there
were all of those stories in the news ... and
i
started feeling
i

did,

BADLY.
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The College
of Wooster is coine to
unveil a new mascot at next Saturday's
homecoming game. Rather than slapping a Rambo bandana on McWoo (the
Scottish Terrier) to make a more fearsome mascot, the College decided to
replace it with an
T1!

r- -

as-yet-unna-

med

"Fighting Scot."
Then, in an even
more absurd move,
the College decided
E
1 that it would be
.
lizmiller
good to keep the
old mascot and allow students to cheer
along with their latest acquisition.
Turnout was low for Wednesday
night's mascot tryouts, and just two
decided to show their faces. It would
surprise this editor if many more students decided to participate in the contest to name the Fighting Scot.
("Drunky MacHaggis" may work just
fine.) It's a wonder that the College
could justify spending so much money
on a mascot that is not only unneces- -

.7
r.

The William-Wallawannabe is
apparently the spokesperson for
RamJam, the College's Ultimate team.
He's holding a Frisbee
a "shield"
that doesn't make too much sense. A
battle between McHaggis and the
Wittenberg Tiger would probably end
up tragically; if old Drunky could lift
his Frisbee to defend himself, his other
(unarmed) hand would not be able to do
much more than give directions.
Not that it is acceptable to create
mascots based on ethnic stereotypes,
but if Wooster is going to do it, they
should have gone all out.
Since they're implying that Scotsmen
drink, fight and wear funny-lookiskirts
why not give him a bottle of
Scotch in place of the Frisbee?
He'd at least be able to break that shit
and use it as a weapon.
ce

ng

Liz

editor in chief of the Voice.
She can be reached for comment at
millerewooster.edu.
is the

Preemption is no option
North Korea is believed to have detonated a nuclear bomb early this
Monday. While it was an underground
.test, it confirms-fear- s
that they have
indeed constructed operational atomic
weapons. The failure of the United
States and its allies
to prevent Korea
from
acquiring
nuclear
bombs
underlines two key
weaknesses in the
United
States'
josgpucbanarL
approach to rogue
states like North Korea and Iran.
The first problem is the Preemption
Doctrine, which leaves North Korea no
choice but to build nuclear bombs. The
U.S. War in Iraq demonstrates the
United States' willingness to invade
countries that pose no clear threat to its
national security.
This has led
Pyongyang, an "axis of evil" member,
to wonder how it can possibly protect
itself from a U.S. invasion. U.S. military
spending accounts for nearly half of
the world's total, leaving a poor country like North Korea no hope of winning a conventional war. That leaves
nuclear weapons. North Korea correctly assumes that the United States will
think twice before an attack if an invasion would mean the destruction of
Tokyo or Los Angeles.
Secondly, the United States has been
too quick to impose heavy sanctions on
regimes it dislikes. In the late 1990s, the
United
States
furthered
only
Pyongyang's isolation by failing to
deliver on the energy aid it had promised North Korea in exchange for freezing its nuclear program. After the
announcement that it was going to conduct a nuclear test, the United States
responded by threatening more economic sanctions, and now that the test
has already taken place, the United
States is pushing for even stricter economic sanctions. But considering how
isolated North Korea has become, how
much can additional economic sanctions
really do?
We are now seeing the same scenario
unfold in Iran. Since the Iranian revolution in 1979, the United States has

economically isolated the country,

severely limiting the possibility of
imposing additional sanctions. Then
there is the presence of somewhere
between 130,000 and 150,000 U.S.
troops in neighboring Iraq. Like North
Korea, the Iranian government wants
some way to defend itself.
Worse still, the U.S. invasion of Iraq
has created a sense of urgency regarding Iran's development of nuclear
weapons. The Preemption Doctrine
coupled and the Iraq invasion gives
Iran,every reason to believe that the
only reason it has not been invaded is
that the U.S. military is bogged down in
Iraq. So it wants to be sure it has working nuclear weapons by the time the
United States withdraws. Even if the
United States was to promise not to use
military force in exchange for Iran
freezing its nuclear program, Iran has
no reason to trust the United States.
The Bush Administration has made
perfectly clear that it has no intention of
abiding by treaties or international
agreements. It is too late to stop North
Korea from getting nuclear weapons,
and it may be too late to stop Iran as
well. But there are still dozens of other
countries without nuclear bombs that
may eventually decide to pursue them.
To nip these potential problems in the
bud, the United States must remember
that first, every government has the
one supreme desire of survival and second, that the United States' and the
international community has far more
influence in countries actively engaged
in trade.

With this in mind, the United States
should try to actively include all countries in the global community even
when it dislikes the regime. Thus, when
the regime does something truly intolerable, sanctions will have noticeable
repercussion. The United States must
also denounce preemption as an acceptable policy. If every country could be
sure that they are safe from a U.S.
attack so long as they follow international law, the motivation to build atomic weaK)ns would lessen.

Ross is a regular contributor to the Voice.
lie can be reached for comment at

rbuchanan09wooster.edu.

The Voice welcomes letters to the editor
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive toThe
by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi'
tion, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via
to voiceviewpointswoo.ster.edu
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to S 187, The Wooster Voice, College
of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44(5!) 1.
Voice
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Editorial cartoon by Andy Maloney. Send comments to amaloney09wooster.edu.
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sary, but also an eyesore
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What to do about North Korea?
World must be clear toward the DPRK
Sixty-on- e
years ago, the world
changed with the first drop of a
nuclear weapon in wartime on Aug. 6,
1945. Four years later, the Soviet
Union detonated their first nuclear
device. The next 57 years would see
Britain,
Great
'
France,
China,
India and Pakistan
officially develop

two options are encouraging disarmament or preventing refinement of
existing technology. As they are
unlikely to disarm in the near future,
we may unfortunately have to learn to
'
live with the problem.
Tough international sanctions and
embargoes could cripple their program, especially if they force North
Korea to cease enrichment processes
or force the shutdown of their reactor

indigenous

at Yongbyon.
weapons.
9
On
Monday,
Multilateralism would likely work
johnsteinman
Oct. 9, 2006, at best as North Korea sees the United
10:35 a.m. local time, the Democratic
States as its primary enemy, but a
People's Republic of Korea conducted strong stand must be made and the
a nuclear test detonation, capping a
rest of the international community
nearly ar
effort by North Korea.
has been hesitant to get involved in
This also negates nearly fifteen years any real solutions. Recently there have
of effort by the United States and been increased efforts from Japan and
United Nations to
negotiate an end to
"Assuming
would
their program.
likely to work;
To date nobody
may be safe
has done a good job
so far has
containing or deter- - .
ring . the dprk.
capable
results."
The United States,
:
United Nations, China, Japan, South especially China, which is a step in tjhe
Korea,
Democrats,
Republicans, right direction. The past decade's
Unilateralists and Multilateralists efforts should make us realistic about
have all failed, and it seems that North
these efforts.
Korea likely now has "the bomb."
The international community must
Clinton tried "containment" and make it clear to North Korea that use
North Korea made technological
of nuclear weapons will result in their
strides. Bush was aggressive, but the wholesale destruction. This brings us
North Koreans made more headway.
to Mutually Assured Destruction.
We can point fingers, and there are According to GlobalSecurity.org, the
important lessons for future dealings U.S. ballistic missile submarine fleet
with Iran, but we need to focus on currently consists of 14 Ohio-cla- ss
what to do now. The negotiations submarines, each has 24 D-- 5 Trident
were an effort to prevent North Korea
II ICBMs with eight individually-targete- d
from going nuclear. Now that they
warheads (known as
may have crossed that threshold, the MIRVs) per missile ("Little Boy,"
1

20-ye-

the DPRK
most
it
that their program
anything
of better

test

dropped on Hiroshima, was 15kt.).
As of this writing, there is debate
over the outcome of North Korea's
nuclear test. United States Geological
Survey seismic data, combined with
military intelligence from various sensors in the region, indicate the yield
s,
may have been roughly 0.5-0.- 8
th
just over
of the
yield of Little Boy. Speculation is that
North Korea either tried to bluff
using only high explosives, or that the
weapon was so poorly constructed
that only a fraction (or none) of the
core was spent before the weapon
destroyed itself. Consensus is that it
was not on purpose because
weapons are generally for tactical
applications, not strategic, the latter of
which North Korea needs now.
"
In addition, this
wou,d
re(iiiire f;,r
the device
greater technological
kilo-ton-

one-thirtie-

low-yie-

to assume
not produced

,

475-kilot-

,

on

ld

capabilities
than
North Korea could

possibly
have.
Assuming the DPRK
would test the device
most likely to work, it" may be safe to
assume that their, program so far has
not produced anything capable of better results. This puts them at a distinct
disadvantage in the MAD theory; they
can't assure anyone's destruction in
the complete sense of Cold War
United States-Sov- iet
scenarios.
Any country in the region that
North Korea would attack has either
their own weapons or a treaty that
would ensure serious retaliation.

John

is president of the College
Republicans. lie can be reached for comment at jsteinmanwoqster.edu.

United States can't be sole negotiator
On Sunday night when I started
That has been the dominant stand on board with disdain for the tests.
writing this analysis of the potential
in the Bush Administration regarding
The real worry is the potential for
Democratic response to a North
Nortli Korea, and since October 2002,
proliferation, so this is where the
Korean nuclear test, it was just that:
the situation has escalated. President
United Nations needs to get inspecpotential.
Clinton's foreign policy regarding the tors and regulatory teams into the
Come Monday morning, however,
DPRK was one of effective containcountry. To do that, the United States
something changed.
ment, not appeasement as critics
cannot be the lead negotiator in the
Whether it was an
Bush
the
North Korean situation.
If
anything,
argue.'
actual detonation or
ar
Administration's aggressive
The leading candidate for the next
just a fizzle is unde- stand on North Korea and Secretary-Generof the United
k .. I
cided. Regardless,
its failure to bring the government Nations, Ban
has already
North Korea has of Kim Jong II to the negotiating made it clear that the North Korean
enterpd into tl
table has effectively given the North
nuclear debacle takes priority on his
,,
,
,.
cammacleod
Korean leader exactly what he has agenda. .
small and elite
group of states with the capacity to wanted: attention.
If the United States wants to have an
control nuclear power and harness its
Already, other actors are begin- - effective role in ensuring that the
destructive capabili
DPRK does not
ties into a warhead.
a ,ai',i,'i:1
'It is essential to make this less about the cll'v;lop
The call for imme- nuclear program, it
diate action against United States and
Korea,
instead a must work with the
the
Democratic
.
n--i
i
rr i to United Nations.
States
afford
People's Republic of global issue.
This pt.rfHrim
has
been work unilaterally,
Korea
two
ko;,,s; u can
even as the
echoed across the
make
the point
.
..
I"
globe and John and i
any longer.
clear that the
will by no means
United States is
argue against some form of interven-tionisning to take the lead. China, accordnot the only actor worried about vering to the New York Times, has been tical and horizontal proliferation of
It seems only prudent that the
working for the last few months to weapons. As well, it can grant new
resources of the United States be
solve the North Korean nuclear cristanding to the International Atomic
involved in some fashion. I believe
sis, and last week offered an
Energy Agency and its inspection
that the response that ought to be extremely strong statement conprocess. It is essential to make this
encouraged by the Democratic
demning any attempted tests and less about the United States and
members of Congress is primarily
threatened that grave consequences
North Korea, but instead a global
multilateral, with a strong emphasis
would ensue if the tests were actualissue. The United States cannot afford
on regional actors playing a role in
ly conducted.
to work unilaterally, or really even as
the decision-makin- g
process.
The North Atlantic Treaty the primary actor any longer. The
Too often, this administration has
Organization and the European potential costs are now too great.
taken the hard-nosrealist stand,
Union have both made statements
claiming the threat to our national
noting the grand disregard this Cum is president of the College
Democrats. He can be reached for comment
shows for international treaties.
security is preeminent and that action
at cmacleodwmstrr.edu.
Even India and Pakistan have come
must occur.
anti-nucle-
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Solving school shootings
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and law enforcement needs to be
present. Aside from shootings, there
are thousands of reports of assault,
drug sales and other forms of unlawful behavior occurring at schools.
Sadly, some students see schools as
isolated from the law and they feel
they can get away with those actions
because the punishment is usually
disciplinary in the form of detention
or suspension, but an armed officer
threatening arrest is going to be a
much more effective deterrent.
More extreme solutions have been
suggested. Frank Lasee, a Republican
from Wisconsin, recommended arming teachers and custodians. I think
we're in a very bad way if we have to
rely on our educators and custodians
to be the first line of. armed defense
against school shootings.
Hell must have frozen over because
1 actually agree with the Democrats
that the government should be
increasing funding to protect schools
from violence.
While I think local governments
should be charged with the defense of
their school systems, some communities are unable to do so.
They can barely fund their own
teachers, and it's those teachers of
whom I would be most afraid if
armed. If the U.S. Department of
Education needs to fund an actual
armed security force to protect our
schools, then so be it.
The basic education of the next
generation of leaders is something
that should be protected, as they will
be competing against the best that
other countries have to offer, and we
should strive to be as good or better
than they are at every turn. American
students should not be going to
school and wondering if they will
survive the day.
It is unfortunate that we must rely
on armed security forces to protect
our most basic form of education, but
a security presence has become more
and more important as stress levels
increase and weapons become more
available.

string of school shootings
demands our attention. Fortunately,
the government has finally begun to
A recent

hold summits in an effort to quell the
violence, so students should be able
to attend public schools. without fear
of bodily harm or
death.
Together, two
solutions will help
deter school violence.

brianfrederico

The first is
greater involve

ment of students, parents and school
officials in the discovery and report of
problems with children before they
strike. I've always heard witnesses
Haw man, I save it up
describe that they would never have
suspected a particular student would
for Darfurl
terrorize a school. I think they must
be utterly oblivious. I went to high
school, too; for the most part, everyEditorial cartoon by Eric Richardson. Send comments to erichardson09wooster.edu.
one has a good idea who the crazy
kids are and who may feel inclined to
bring in a gun for show and tell.
We tried to avoid them as much as
possible instead of actually pointing
The last time I visited the raises and subsequently slaughters tion. Overpopulation of domestic out to relevant authorities that there
Humane Society, I came home with millions of animals so that consumers
animals forces the Humane Society to may be a problem.
named for the legendary
Hogan
can enjoy a questionable meat patty at
euthanize dogs and cats every week.
There are many schools that have
golfer Ben Hogan, not Hulk
Also disheartening is the treatment
my the "Golden Empire" (S. Fuller '09)
armed security guards and police offibottle-fe- d,
fashionably-cla- d
brown otherwise known as McDonald's.
of animals by their "loving" owners. cers, and I haven't heard of shootings
beagle. He will turn 10 in January, This is not what this editorial is Owners should not adopt pets if they occurring at those schools. Having a
and my parents about. Rather, I want to stress the cannot properly care for the animals. trained armed force at a school can
have yet to allow importance of tha proper treatment According to a statement from the help prevent, or at least limit, violence.
me to go back.
of domestic animals and the conseHuman Society, "Like children, dogs
That force would need to be consisWhy? Because quences of disregarding them.
are completely dependent on their
tent with the size and location of the
as soon as I enter
Though it seems slightly counterinowners for all their needs . . . But school and have a visual presence on
aniall
halls,
tuitive
unlike children, dogs will never learn the campus.
that
domestic
caged
the
to
suggest
I
L
ill
mals should be spayed or neutered (that
fill
eyes
to take care of themselves."
my
up
Having this armed force in place is
katiefoulds
with tears and I is, it may seem inhumane to put an aniOwners must never disregard the necessary because not all violence
mal through a surgery that they do not needs of their pets. Ohio law procry for days. What begins as a voluncomes from students. In two of the
tary trip to the Humane Society ends understand) this dodges the overpopu- - hibits cruelty and neglect to animals. three recent shootings, the attacker
with
another
was an adult who would not have
"As
end firs7IIx months of been known to school administrators.
we have
member of my
family.
The armed force would be used to
flhnsp
RpmpmhprhpW 2006 the Humane
mav
r
wa
A J
M.
AAA
Such was the
Society's
statistics prevent or quickly bring a halt to an
case on Saturday,
be
reveal that their "cruattack.
when I visited the
elty
officer
has
Leaving our schools undefended is
humanely."
Wayne
County
responded to over 200 simply foolish. We should know by
Humane Society
complaints of animal now that there are plenty of crazy
with some friends to fulfill volunteer
lation of domestic animals. Every pet abuseneglect," which come exclupeople who can and will hurt chilrequirements. I hadn't been. in this owner should spay or neuter his or her sively from Wayne County.
dren. Sex offenders like to camp outtype of facility in 10 years but the animal.
October is "Adopt a Dog Month." I side school playgrounds now, too.
emotion was the same as it was when
In fact, in order to fulfill the am aware that as college students we
I am by no means arguing that we
I was 11.
requirements to adopt an animal from don't have the luxury of adopting
should turn our schools into fortressIn fact, I - didn't even enter the the Humane Society, one must first animals; however, I urge everyone to es, but a measure of actual protection
t
room full of (confined dogs before I sign a contract that states that the donate time find iterris tp the Humane
cried;' the tew started to fall in the owner will have his or her pet spayed Society so that animals may have a
parking lot
embarrassing but true or neutered within three months of comfortable existence.
and they didn't really end until I the adoption.
Animal mistreatment is wrong and,
was back in the parking lot a couple
It is irresponsible to adopt a dog or in many cases, illegal. As humans we"
of hours later. I am an animal wela cat, fail to neuter or spade the anihave the obligation to end this abuse.
fare advocate and dogs are my kryp-tonit- e. mal and then, when the animal has a Remember: animals may not be
litter of seven to 10 puppies or kithuman, but they deserve to be treated
This is not my first editorial about tens, to drop off said litter at the humanely.
The big question for any academic
animal welfare. The last time I wrote Humane Society.
department, or any department in
on this topic ("Animal mistreatment
There is a simple solution: when Katie is a managing editor for the Voice. general should always be, "How can I
must cease," Apr. 14), I focused on adopting a pet, take the appropriate'
She can be reached for comment at
best use my resources?" This is espethe horrific way that our country
medical measures to halt overpopula- - kfoulds08uiooster.edu.
cially true in any area in which you
use resources that are difficult to
measure, specifihuman
cally
resources.
Guantanamo must be closed. No,
both outlaws and allows things like
were the architects of the executive
the detainees are dangerous. The C.I.A.
torture. Looking closely, the law policy that's now a part of the law of
resources like talmust have free rein to render terror repeatedly refers to actions that canthe land, and a disgrace to our counent, instinct and
suspects abroad
away from our
not be done toward anyone suspecttry. Yoo is now safe in Berkeley, and
showmanship
nickweiss
problematic protections.
ed of being an enemy combatant.
Gonzales is our Attorney General,
come to mind.
No, we cannot fly them out to be tor
No one is even talking about pristhe top cop.
especially when discussing the great
tured Now I'm not
oners of war because, after all, it's a
These guys used their lawyerly degree that they have been mismana lawyer, nor do I
new kind of war. After all, Gitmo
magic four years back to ensure a role
aged within the college, specifically
really intend to
for the President more fitting for a
ain't a Prisoner-of-W- ar
camp.
within the theatre department.
become one, but it
Taken to be the main issue, torture
duly unelected monarch. This lives on
Even now on the Wooster stage, a
is given a lengthy, precise definition
seems the
with the Commissions Act, which
group of highly skilled, motivated
conversathat sounds about right.
states that "the President has the and energetic actors are performing
tion
on
described as "an act specificalgoing
It's
authority ... to interpret the meaning
that, as a result of the choices made
alexcacioppo
about Gitmo is
ly intended to inflict severe physical
of the Geneva Conventions" ( 950w,
by the theatre department, have been
revolving around how we're going to or mental pain or suffering (other
sec. 6) as he sees fit.
downgraded from staring to supporthandle the backlash to come. Namely,
than pain or suffering incidental to
I'm certainly not the first to say ing roles, limiting their stage time and
focusing on the question of torture,
lawful sanctions) ... for the purpose of that we cannot become our worst eneexperience on a regular basis.
and whether a national policy to live
mies. People have feared for a while
obtaining information or a confesThe cause of and solution to this
by the sword means we'll end up
sion, punishment" ( 950vV), etc.
now that we're going down that path,
phenomenal misuse of talent is quite
dying by it.
I've italicized "lawful sanctions" at the end of which lay the people we
simple. The cause is the insistence of
week,
Last
despise and a long
the theatre department to choose
Congress passed the
mirror
int0
which
shows that necessitate outside interin is complicated,
n nr
Militarv
lira c an an
vention in the form of adult actors as
in a
Commissions Act of maybe
a
web ceptable reflection. the leading characters. The solution?
Stop doing that!
we have
ourselves. So we cope by
To be fair, these recent performance
ly a spectacle of
made by the department are
American
decisions
people
and
feel helpleSS While
OUr eyes
intense hand-wrin.
.
,
,.
will give up, espe- - out of character with the typical colapace.
ing and negotiation
cially when Ji,e
lege fare offered at Wooster.
tace of
walls slowly crumin the face
ol a
It has been far more likely in the
Republican rebellion" in the Senate,
because these are never defined
ble and fall. The situation we're in is
past to see, as is preferable, producto quote the New York Times, that
not once. So maybe not so right.
complicated, and maybe it's in a large
tions performed exclusively by college
bravely broke with the White House.
Whose sanction? The President part a reflection of the web we have actors. But these exceptions to the
All four of them.
has the awesome power, and soverstrung around ourselves. So we cope rule should not be occurring at all.
The Times printed a letter a few eign responsibility, to faithfully exeby shutting our eyes and then feel
This is purely an administrative
days later from a retired Naval capcute the Law of the Land
not in helpless while our handiwork contindecision, including in its seasonal linetain, Rev. Connell Maguire, who said
the form of lethal injection. So I
ues apace.
up shows such as Arthur Miller's "All
that the day the Act is signed "will
think what we've been seeing over
Times like this do not call for hysMy Sons" produced last fall, and the
live in dishonor in our history.
the past four years is the erosion of teria or uncertain equivocation. But upcoming
,
of
presentation
The practices that appalled us in the Constitution's relevance to our what may well be at stake are the very Shakespeare's "King Lear."
the past when used by sleazy global w ar.
ideals for which our founding patriots
These shows offer a similarity in
regimes will be incorporated into
The contempt for our founding
fought and bled, and probably the
that the primary characters of each
principles has been taking root, and very future of the nation.
our legal heritage."
are roles that are
to a perIndeed, with those solemnly elothese are the blooming flowers of
son within the 50-6-0 year-ol- d
range.
quent words the future may prove disdain for an inconvenient U.S. Alex is a Viewpoints editor for the Voice. By design, it would hurt the show to
Maguire right. But depending on
He can be reached for comment at
democracy.
cast a college-ag- e
actor in one of
whose judgment you consult, the Act
John Yoo and Alberto Gonzales
these roles. Such a decision would
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"The situation we're
and
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strung around
then
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is a Viewpoints editor for the Voice.
He can be reached for comment at bfred- -

Brian

erico09wooster.edu.

Theatre should rely more
on student participation

-

long-overd-

"

ble

make for an unconvincing performance, and reduce the show's total qual-

With such
characters,
directors are then forced to pull from '
outside the college acting pool to get
professors ("All My Sons") and more
recently equity actors ("King Lear") to
fill the starring roles.
This is not a comment on the quality of the shows themselves. Professor
Richard Figge, who played the star- -'
ring role in "All My Sons," was a convincing character and improved the
quality of the performance.
However, such a necessity need not
have even come to pass, had the
department chosen a different show,
one with either fewer specific roles or
with
roles geared towards
the standard college actor's age.
The department does not have to
pick out the shows that they do, forcing directors to pull from the outside
and bump college actors out of the
spotlight.
This is an administrative decision
that is weakening the participation
options of college actors. The department simply needs to put more
thought into its lineup.
My request is not one of charity.
student-performrecent
The
"Nocturne" is an apt display and
example of our collection of vast acting talent.
It's not that these actors could not
play older roles
many of them
could
but the directors (rightly so)
conclude that it is better for the show
to bring in outside assistance for a
more believable character. In the end,
it is simply a question of the theatre
department administration.
Will they change their seasonal
lineups to better accommodate a college acting environment, or will they
continue to hinder the participation
possibilities of college actors? For the
benefit of botli the Wooster arts community and the College actors, the
theatre department must learn how to
best use their resources.
ity.

age-speci- fic

age-speci- fic

.

ed

Nick is a regular contributor to the Voice.
He can be reached for comment .at

mveiss09uvoster.edu.
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Camera obscura: Wooster students look at the big picture
Push to establish an official film major at the College continues
!

e

I

I

'

.

taking current film classes geared
more toward the design of movies
rather than their production.
Wadleigh also came to Wooster
with a set plan: he knew he wanted to
do swnovie for his Independent Study
project. Although he looked at other
film schools, Wadleigh wanted a more
education, and figured
that pulling off a film for I.S. "would
definitely show more initiative" than
completing the project at an established film school.
but
Wadleigh is also
wants a film major in place by the time
he graduates for future Wooster students to enjoy. Although he'd like the
process to be completed within the
next three years, he doesn't see it happening due to the amount of work and
money the new courses would require.
While all three students are intend- ing to major in film, they are perfectly
content with making movies for fun as
well. The trio is currently working on
a
for the Web site
project
FilmFights.com.
Each week, FilmFights proposes a
loosely-define- d
film topic and then
judges all submissions. The current
theme is literal interpretations of sitcom titles. For their submission, the
trio is filming a remake of "Leave it to
Beaver," starring a cute beaver puppet
with a host of world problems left on
his shoulders. The film should be
online shortly.
For the time being, the film studies
n.
major will stay in the realm of
The newborn film minor has a
long way to go before it becomes a
well-round- ed

self-designi-

U
Rob Wadleigh, Eric Richardson and David Alexander film a scene for the movie they plan to submit to a competition sponsored by FilmFights.com (Photos by Joe Besl).
a strong trend in
kept students from trying.
David
Alexander
.'08,
interests: Wooster
Eric
students want to major in film.
Richardson '09 and Rob Wadleigh '09
The film studies department at are three students at the College curWooster is attracting a lot of attention rently working on the
film major. Of the three students, only
on campus from these interested
but most students probably
Alexander has completed the
don't realize that the film studies minor
process, while the other two
has Only been in effect for three years.
are still working out their proposals.
According to Carolyn Durham, proIn prior years, Kara Barney '04 and
fessor of French and comparative litJoe Piccard '06 also successfully comerature and member of the
pleted film majors through the
film studies department board, the
major process. Although
original proposal for a film studies interest in the major is still budding,
program was submitted in 1978, but the campus is clearly paying attention
' didn't go into effect until 2003, when
to the new department.
Alexander, Richardson and Wadprofessors from a range of other
departments were assembled to teach leigh founded the Wooster Film Club
interdisciplinary film classes.
at the beginning of this school year
The 25 years it took just to create a and the group has already sought out
film studies minor shows that creation
members interested in all aspects of
of a film studies major may remain in filmmaking, such as directing, acting
the work for a while, and Durham and scriptwriting.
admits that the school may not have
Now that the club has opened the
the resources just yet. But that hasn't door for interest in film on campus,

years are .showing

Joe Besl

--

student-designed

Voice Staff
At The College of Wooster, students have always had plenty of freedom to steer their own educations.
Unlike schools that closely regulate
what classes are available for declared
students, Wooster gives each undergraduate plenty of opportunities to
take whatever classes interest hini.or
her while still completing the requirements for his or her major.
The Wooster curriculum's academic
flexibility is probably best represented
by the senior Independent Study program, but an even more appropriate
example is the College's program for
student-designmajors.
Over the past decade, the flexibility
of the student-designe- d
major has
produced majors ranging from
literature to international
environmental politics, with few
laps in interests. However, recent
ed

post-colon- ial

self-design-

self-designe-

ed

rs,

self-desi- gn

five-facul- ty,

self-design-

ed

Alexander stated that he "would really
'
like to push for the major," He admits
that the College has done well so far by
adding a lot of film classes, but "nothing teaches the technical side of filmmaking," which is one of the fundamental aspects to understanding the field.
Likewise, Richardson thinks the'
school needs to incorporate more
classes to establish a film major.
Originally planning on a theatre
major, Richardson intends to join the
entertainment industry after college
and changed hjs mind about his major
after researching the
route.
As of right now, Richardson says
is the only way to get
the film education he wants, but he's
happy with the process. He stated, "I'd
love for film to be an established
program here, but having a
major allows me to have full
creative input." Until anything
changes, Richardson plans to continue
self-designed

self-designi-

ng,

;

,

self-desig-

film major.
However, rising student interest in
the field can only lead to a stronger

well-round- ed

ng

Alexander,
which
demand,
Richardson and Wadleigh are using
to spearhead their campaign for an
established film studies major at The
College of Wooster.

self-designed

me in three minutes! Oberlin College, Wayne County
On Saturday, Oct. 7, in the faculty lounge at Lowry Center, 28 people enjoyed
refreshments and a (impressed form of romance. Speed Dating paired different students together and allowed three minutes for each person to meet the
other and make a good first impression. The event ran from 8 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Romantic touches included candlelight on every table, and C.A.R.D.E.D.
unteers were on hand to offer trays of niocktails.

featured on the Ohio Solar Tour
Lehman
Features Editor
Molly

On Oct. 7 and 8, Green Energy Ohio
(GEO), in conjunction with the
American Solar Energy Society (ASES),
sponsored the Ohio Solar Energy Tour.
This annual event highlights over
200 alternative energy sites throughout Ohio, including solar and wind
energy plants. This year, there were
opportunities for guided,
and open house tours through 19
buildings that include biomass, green
technolodesign and energy-savin- g
gies in their designs. GEO's Web site
describes the tour as a "clean energy
journey across the Buckeye State." '
One of the stops on the Tour was
at Oberlin College in Lorain County ,
where the Adam Joseph Lewis Center
(AJLC) for Environmental Studies
was featured. The building tour
began on Sunday at 1:15 p.m.
This building has photovoltaic (PV)
panels installed on its roof to generate
part of its energy. These panels paired
with energy-efficielights keep its
energy consumption to a minimum.
The plumbing system, called the
"Living Machine," is ecologically engineered to treat the building's wastewater and recycle it for use in the toilets and the landscaping.
A weather station above the PV panels monitors environmental conditions
and trends. The building materials
were chosen for maximum sustainabil-it- y
and were purchased to encourage
local businesses.
The tour interested several Wooster
students and several members of the
Environmental Action Agency, a campus group that promotes, among other
things, green building on campus.
"I've had a passive interest in environmental issues for a while that was
hardly effective in changing much of
anything," said Tim Lehmann '07, a
member of the EAA. "This changed
when I studied abroad in Australia
with an intensive program relating to
sustainability and the environment. It
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There were mostly seniors
there, and being a freshman
didn't help much. A
would be more successful, since what scared off
most of my friends from joining was just the preconceptions that are associated with
speed dating, all of which are
completely untrue.
meet-and-gre-

et

Austin Beer '10
it was a great
excuse to meet people in a
'
general sense.
JJ

I had fun

Brandon DuGar '07
:e.

at

Illustration by David Duncan

The AJLC at Oberlin College (Photo courtesy Andrew Horst).
really grounded me in the reality of
my own responsibility and encouraged
me to change my lifestyle personally
and to seek local actions that would in
turn encourage others."
He and others from Wooster made
the trip to the Oberlin campus on
Sunday to check out the AJLC.
"On the tour, we walked around
the exterior of the building where
certain aspects were pointed out,"
said Andy Horst '07, president of
Greenhouse. He mentioned the solar
panels as well as the restored wetlands, organic orchard and garden
located behind the AJLC. "The tour
went briefly inside to see the monitor
system, which you can find on their
e
data
Web site, that displays
of building consumption and production," he said. "It was rather amazing
to see the only truly sustainable
building in the U.S. that for a good
portion of the year actually produces
more energy than it consumes."
There were also two stops on the
Tour in Wayne County. One was
Orrville High School, which installed
the solar panels on its roof for both
real-tim-

educational and environmental reasons.
The other stop was the Unitarian
Universalist Fellowship Church,
which was recently Gold Certified by
the Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)
Green Building Rating system, the
national benchmark for sustainable
buildings. The church is the first
place of worship in the country to
receive this distinction.
Does the Tour indicate a trend

of sustainable buildings
erected in Ohio?

being

"It's certainly a possibility, and a
personal hope of mine, but the immediate future seems stubborn to the
idea," said Lehmann. "I would hate to
pursue the culture of fear of global
warming, but it seems that niany just
are not aware or are not concerned
about the inevitable depletion of natresources and of
ural
how their current consumption is
dramatically changing the planet's
climate."
non-renewa-

ble
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Scot band to show off season with concert

13
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Everyone has a guilty pleasure.
For some it is Zebra Cakes, for othSome
ers, trashy romance novels.
folks (namely a particular Arts
Editor) love celebrity gossip blogs.
These are all rather inappropriate;
however, I must reserve judgment.
My guilty pleasure is the hit reality
TV show The Bachelor."

ci

show,

The

which debuted in
2002, produces an
average of two
relationfailed
each
year.
ships
Throughout its
katiefouWs
seasons there .has
marriage
successful
only been one
Byron
although
and
Ryan
Trista
pendthat
their
maintain
and Mary
next
for
planned
still
ing nuptials are
fall. Though the show has a lousy
track record when it comes to its goal
of helping beautiful and intelligent
singles find love, I can't help but
and tape
every episode
watch
made.
ever
For those of you who have been
out of touch with reality (and the
reality television phenomenon) for
the past five years, here's the premise:
25 women (the Bachelorettes) try to
woo one eligible bachelor in an effort
to be the last woman standing.

Next Sunday, the Scot Marching Band will take a break from halftime performances to put on their annual concert. Located
in McGaw, the event is free and open to the public (Voice file photo at left; photo at right courtesy OPI).
Have you ever attended a Wooster
football game and during a majestic

This forthcoming musical extravaganza is free for admission and open
to the general public.
To gain some insight into to what
one can expect from this year's performance, I spoke with Nancy
Ditmer, director of the Scot Band.
She explained that the concert will
feature every piece of music played
by the band during each of their
individual shows this season.
"The concert is a nice opportunity
for anybody who is interested in seeing the Marching Band perform but
has been unable, for various reasons,
to attend the football games," Ditmer
explained.
This year's selections wilL include
the songs "Firebird Suite," "Overture
from Ben Hur," a percussion feature
entitled "Can Can," a trombone feature 'entitled "Trombone Rag" (featuring all 20 of the Band's trombone
players) and various others.

performance of the Scot Marching
Band asked yourself, "What if all of
the unmitigated
splendor of a
marching band
performance was
somehow
taken
off of the field
and placed onto a
'lavidyontz
stace?"
0If you have
pondered this question, if you've
never been to a Wooster football
game but have always wanted to see
the marching band perform, if
you're a fan of music in general or if
perhaps you just love sitting down
for an hour, then you're in luck.
Next Sunday, Oct. 22 at 2:30 p.m.,
the Scot Marching Band will perform their annual concert in McGaw
Chapel.

The performance
bagpipers piping

will also feature

and Scottish
Highland dancers dancing, spectacles which seem uncannily reminiscent of events described in the song
"The Twelve Days of Christmas."
Ditmer added that the concert will
recognize the 40 seniors of this
year's band, who hail from 13 different states and Japan.
For additional perspectives on the
show, I also spoke a few with members of the band, including Katie
Day '07, current president and longtime band aficionado. Recalling her
experiences in band, Day fondly said,
"Band is an awesome opportunity to
meet people from different backgrounds who all share a common
passion for music."
"The experiences we have together
are really fun," she added. "Ms.
Ditmer and Mr. Brookes assistant
director of the Scot Band try to

band-tastic-

reed-blowi-

.

Sarah Kenney

'
though he embraces it.
animation or swirls of
of
At home, an intriguing neighbor,
spin art paint that suggest the
Voice Staff
whom fate has named Stephanie, has
splotches of color one sees upon starMichel Go"hdry's "The Science of moved in next door. Despite his introing at a bright light and looking away
Sleep" is one of the rare films whereverted shyness, Stephane is clearly
His dreams are essentially
quickly.
upon after viewing one feels both fciken with her. Stephanie (Charlotte
that place we go to in our minds when
f
exhilarated
,
Gainsbourg),
we fear unrequited love, and the
as well as
is charming
object of our affection is there, telling
2tn exceptionally
twist on
1
exhausted.
and spirited,
us what we want so badly to hear from ,
Gondry the concept
a classic love story. and she and them in real life to give us the courage
uses a mix
Bernal share
to make a move.
Sarah Kenney an idiosynture
of
Despite the somewhat disjointed
Class of 2007 cratic chemstoryline and the slightly confusing
istry
that
(though comical) use of French,
frame-by-fraanimation
(the
works perfectly with the quirky nature
manipulation of puppets andor
of the film.
scenery), live action and wild imagiThe catch in this simple boy-ha- smm
1 1 mm
wi
nation to create a film that is visually boring-lif- e,
stunning and at times challenging to storyline is that while the
Tk.
z.
keep up with.
L
boy may have a boring real
Like "Eternal Sunshine of the life, his dream life is any
.
i
Spotless Mind," the 2004 film Gondry
p
tning out, and some yss-A-- TL
i
is probably most widely known for,
times he has a great
l A
S
"Sleep" is very cerebral, with a great
deal of difficulty
deal of the action taking place inside establishing a difthe mind of the main character,
ference between
Stephane.
the two.
From
After his father's death, Stephane the beginning, it is
.
1X I
IWU
I
TfNIV
(Gael Garcia Bernal) moves back to obvious this is going
France to live with his mother. Here to be an exceptionally
he sleeps in his childhood room, which bizarre twist on
is filled with bright colors and odd concept of a classic love
inventions.
story.
i
J
r tv- ii
i
His mother has gotten him a job at a
Stephane' s dreams create the
calendar company, which he underwhimsical world the film exists in,
stood to consist of creative tasks, but and they take several forms: a telev "W
I
X
X
X. "V
Ml
II
in reality is a typesetting position.
sion show, wreaking havoc at the office
Spanish
Stdphane's coworkers are eccentric, and being with Stephanie. They are
and English
especially middle-age- d
Guy (Alain usually easily distinguishable from
language throughout, the beauty of
Chabat), who is delightfully sleazy, "real life" by the overarching presence
the film is Gondry's dizzying dream- stop-moti- on

ng

Throughout

,
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of
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r
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1111.1
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Bernal and Gainsbourg's performances as they try to understand each
other. The film concludes somewhat
abruptly, which is as disconcerting as
the feeling one gets upon waking up
from a particularly exciting dream,
wishing to stay asleep a few minutes
longer to see how it ends.
if is a shame more independent
films aren't shown in Wooster, which
forces us to drive to Cleveland or
Columbus to see them. But if you
have the means, I would highly rec
ommend seeing this to escape
homework for a few hours
and experience the joys
of "Sleep."
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Oct. 15 - 29
Lowry Art Wall

Thirteen local artists exhibit works
consisting of mediums ranging from

Photo by Katharine Tatum.

watercolor to an altered hospital
gown. Curators of the exhibit are
Michael Peterson, Randall Robart
and Janice Gallagher.

ftp

The

ss

Battle of the Bands
Saturday, Nov.
The College Underground
1

time.

1

Student bands on campus get
together and battle it out for the best
sound. Sponsored by Circle K, proceeds will be donated to VII l's Save
the Music. To register a performing
act, contact Erin Powell at
wooster.edu.
epow-ell()!)(-

(an opera singer) and more politically
aware (one
tree hugger
made Lorenzo literally hug a tree).
Keeping with Bachelor tradition,
each episode has the token drunk
girl, but this season has an unprecedented turn
one Bachelorette
actually passed out on a date from
excessive consumption of alcoholic
beverages! The second episode
became slightly bizarre as Erica, "the
socialite," inquired why there were
no maids (somehow she still got a
rose). There was also the usual
ht
between my favorite, Lisa, and
dramatic Ellen.
My pick for top two: Lisa and
Sadie. But look out for Agnese. She
has the dark horse quality that could
win her the final rose.
Never again shall we return to the
glory days of Andrew Firestone, but
this season comes surprisingly close.
Though "The Bachelor" lost its
magic in the past few seasons
think Jesse Palmer turned Bachelor
Lorenzo may be the Prince
Charming that "Bachelor" aficionados have been waiting for.
I suggest everyone take a bite out
of reality and tune in to my guilty
pleasure.
self-declar-ed

'

Art show
"Wicked and Wonderful"

sts

turn.

The Bachelorettes this season are
smarter (a journalist), more talented

comedi-

visited The
College of Wooster last
Monday, performing stand-u- p
comedy at 10 p.m. at the
Underground.
One of the youngest
in Comedy Central's
Riots Stand Up
Laugh
Competition in 2003, Tatara's
comedic style is comparable to
that of the popular comedian
Dane Cook.
In 2004 Tatara
the New Generation
of
Comedy Tour.
The Wooster Activities
Crew (W.A.C.) sponsored
Tatara's performance.

positive

not-so-ra-

w

an K.T. Tatara

say,

sort-of-ki-

Comedian K.T. Tatara cracks up the Underground
Angeles-base- d

I

Bachelor, Prince Lorenzo Borghese,
is royalty. In an effort to heighten
ratings and produce a successful relationship (the last couple, Dr. Travis
and Southern belle Sarah ended their
relationship before the premier of
the first episode) "The Bachelor"
executives
ABC
chose
at
Bachelorettes fit for a prince.
Perhaps this is why the Bachelor
and Bachelorettes seem less camera-read- y
and more genuine in their
desires to find love. In a departure
from the typical Bachelor playboy
style, Lorenzo has yet to kiss a
Bachelorette (except for the
with Agnese).
The first episode introduced the 25
Bachelorettes as they arrived in Rome
to find their handsome Bachelor.
re
Also, in a
twist, host
Chris Harrison introduced two more
Bachelorettes, both of whom speak
fluent Italian and very little English,
which made for quite the interesting
conversation with Lorenzo during

rr

v
"N.

'

.

rvnw

v--c-

taping

six-we- ek

one-on-o- ne

of

subtlety

the

.

period, the Bachelor goes on group
dates, all in
dates and
fantastic
locations.
At
sumptuously
the end of each episode there is a
rose ceremony where the Bachelor
dwindles down his ladies until he is
left with one stunning beauty. In the
end, ideally, the Bachelor has found
his soul mate and proposes. Rarely is
that the outcome. It is safe to say
that, while entertaining, this show is
hardly one of merit. (Hence, my
guilty pleasure).
It seems' rthis season's "The
Bachelor" takes a surprising and,

land fantasy aesthetic and, conversely,

the complementary

i

1

ensure that we always have a good
time in addition to getting work
done."
She explained that the annual concert always proves to be an exceptional experience for her.
"As much as I love the football
games," Day said, "the concert is
always one of my favorite aspects of
the season, because it shows off
everything we've learned."
Andrew Olker '10 added, "It's
!"
going to be
Having heard these passionate
words spoken straight from the
mouths of actual
members of the band and having
witnessed firsthand the hard work
and devotion undergone by these
diligent men and women during
their practices, the concert will certainly be well worth attending.
On that note (pun fully intended), I
bid thee farewell.

"The Science of Sleep" is whimsical, introspective

boy-meets-quirky-

1

The Bachelor
improves with
latest season

.

Los
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Erin Lustic looks to lead Scots to NCAC title
Chris Sweeney

like the school and I didn't like the

oporo tailor

classroom settings. The biggest reason why I transferred was for the
academics and just a smaller classroom setting."
The soccer team is currently sitting atop the NCAC with a
record, and Lustic feels the team has
come together quite well over the
season.
"We had an extremely busy beginning of the season," said Lustic. "We
had games three times a week, which
is unusual. We usually play twice at
the most. We've all learned how to
play together and have become really
good friends, so that helps on and off
the field."
While the team is sporting a flaw-le- ss
NCAC record, there are always
things to improve upon.
"We had a lot of shots this season,"
said Lustic. "It's not that we don't try
to put them in; a lot of times we are
just unlucky."
;
Lustic is currently majoring in
psychology and is on track to gradu- - '
ate this spring. After that, her plans
for the future are a mystery.
"I want to go to grad school, but I
don't know what I want to do yet.
Eventually I want to work with kids
but I am not planning anything as of
right now," said Lustic.
Lustic believes that her hard work
and willingness to become the best
are the major reasons for her success.
"I don't have any specific people

i

.

Erin Lustic '07 plays forward for
the Wooster women's soccer team.
For the past two years, Lustic has
All-Gre-

AC

single-gamereco-

rd,

all-ti-

greatest

me

one.

"I am a captain and I think in the
past we've lacked people stepping up
and getting the team pumped up and
ready," said Lustic. "This year, all of
us as captains have really helped bring
the team together and play well."
Lustic's fellow
are
Kerry Melenovsky '08, Angela Evans
'08 and Chelsea Happ '07.
Lustic did not start her career
here, earning a varsity letter at
NCAA
Div.
I
Wright State
University before transferring to
Wooster for academic reasons.
"I have two sisters, a twin who is
here now and an older sister who
graduated from Wooster, so I knew I
would like it here," said Lustic. "The
process was awful. I had really good
friends at Wright State but I didn't
co-capta- ins

Scots bounce back with

Standings
75-3-

17--

College Games

(All)l OSUatMSU
(C,N)2Fla.atll Aub.

(A)
4 Mich, at Penn State
(C, A) 19 Mizz. at Texas A&M (N)
(All) 22 Va, Tech at B.C.
Iowa State at 23 Oklahoma (All)

(All)

Minn, at 25 Wise. (All)
(C) Wake Forest at NC State (N, A)
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I have ever been inspired to be,"
said Lustic. "When I first started
playing soccer, I played a year older
than me so I was always the youngest
and smallest person. I always wanted
to be as good as the older girls so I
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Voice conspiracy theory
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Fall NCAC Standings

Men

Earlham

(2-0-1X8-0-2-

X7)

(2-0-IX8-I-I-

X7)

X6)
(2-2-0X8-2-2-

X6)

(1-1-1X3-5-2-

X4)

(1-1-1X2-8-1-

X4)

(1-2-0X8-3-0-

(1-8X3--

X0)

(0-3-0X5-7-0-

X1)

(0-2-1X4-6-2-

(0-8X3-1-

(2-0-1X9-3-1-

X7)

3-0X-

6)

.)

-5

(2-6X5-1-

(2-0X3--

(0-2X2-

17)

(0-2X0--

3)

(0-2X0--

Wooster
Wittenberg
Kenyon
Denison
Oberlin
Ohio Wesleyan
Earlham

8OO6-S0-

A

2)

-1)

world).

Sports legend is .home to many conspiracy theories: thevnnicks miracle lottery win, Houston passing on Reggie
Bush and thousands of gambling rings.
But I've never been one to believe in any
.

of that stuff
until now.
Two weeks ago I received an
from a professor saying, "Hey Nick,
What happened to your sports column last week? Are the editors
silencing you?"
I chuckled at it, happy that at least
one person read my column without
I told him the colsending me
umn was rotating and it was my week,
so he needn't worry. I sat down and
began to write, only to receive an
from Chris Sweeney '08, my
and the man who is really in control of
the section (I can't figure out why they
keep me around, other than my studly
e-m-ail

e-thr-

eats.

e-m-

co-edit-

ail

or

pale skin and freckles). The
stated that we needed to move my column
back a week, even though we had three
e-m-ail

pages of room.
I didn't protest, despite my desire to
brag about my undefeated streak in col-

lege football pick 'em.
But the next week, I was again moved
back as my lead on pick 'em dwindled,
though Sweeney was still a good six
games back.
Somehow Sweeney allows my column to grace the pages of the Voice
once again after my worst week of pick
'em ever. Meanwhile, Sweeney has his
best week ever and has his name above
mine for the week.

distrust Sweeney more than a
0 officiating crew.
The words that sum up my tragedy
have been heard in almost every arena
across the nation's landscape, "Nuts and
bolts, nuts and bolts, I got screwed."
I now

Pac-- 1

Nick is

a sports editor jbr the Voice. You
at NI Iolt08wooster.edu.

can reach him

07

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM

group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist survivors of,
or those who know survivor of sexual assault. For assistance please contact:

2)

-3)

Nancy Anderson, Longbrake Ext. 4319
Mary Bader, Kauke 005 Ext. SS57
Shirley Huston-FlndleWishart 1 18 Ext. 8543
Dianna Rhyan, The Lilly House Ext. 8301
Carroll Mover, Westminster Church Ext. M08
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Standinp Key
Team Name (NCAC RecordXOverall
RecordXPoints, for Soccer)

(5-2-0X7-4- -0)

(4-3-0X8-4- -0)

f).)
p.)

2)

(1-1X3--

1)

Championship.
However, there is something rotten
in the state of Denmark (which everyone knows is the sporting capital of the

2)

(1-1X4-

8)

series like that. That said, if
Florida wins this week (a big "if") I have
them playing in the National

(7-0-0X9-2- -0)

Q.)
B.)

1X3)

(0-2-0X7-

-5)

against No. 16 Georgia. No other conference in the country can boast a three-gam- e

1)

Q.) Kenyon
Oberlin
Wittenberg
p.) Wooster
Allegheny
p.) Earlham
Denison
Hiram
10.) Ohio Wesleyan
As of Sept. 30
(2-0X3--

Field Hockey
I

(1-2-0X3-9--

X4)

(1-0-1X8-2-2-

X6)

(2-1-0X7-4-0-

X8

8)

(6-4X16-

1--

1

(3-0X4--

(2-0X3--

1--

9)

(3-5X-

Allegheny
B ) Kenyon
) Oberlin
As of Oct. 7

0

(0-2-0X4-7-1-

(5-3X9--

7. )

Womeni Soccer
1.) Wooster
B.) Denison (2-- 0X101-0X6- )
Q.) Kenyon
Earlham
p.) Wittenberg
k) Hiram
0X0)
p.) Allegheny
Oberltn
Ohio Wesleyan (0 ? "XM 4vm
'As of Oct. 7
(2-1-0-

6. )

-2)

No. 9 LSU, Florida gets the privilege of
facing an angry Auburn team on the
road followed by another tough game

football
I.) Wabash

5)

(6-3X-

4. )

X3)

f

5. )

2. )

(2-1-0X5-4-1-

)

(8-0X17--

(7-1X21-

3. )

(2-1-1X5-3-4-

Denison
5. ) Allegheny
i.) Kenyon
Wabash
.) Hiram
.) Wittenberg
10.) Earlham
K As of Oct. 7
4.

Wittenberg
Hiram
Denison
1
Ohio Wesleyan
Wooster

1.)

X7)

5.)Oberlin

Volleyball

Soccer

,

would always work harder. I've
always just wanted to be a leader on
any team."
Lustic and the Scots continue their
run at the NCAC title on the road
against Denison tomorrow. '

ne

Ohio Wesleyan
Wooster

NFL Games
(C, N) Buffalo at Detroit (A)
(N) Carolina at Baltimore (C, A)
(All) Cincinnati at Tampa Bay
Houston at Dallas (All)
N.Y. Giants at Atlanta (All)
(All) Philadelphia at New Orleans
(C, A) Seattle at St. Louis (N)
Terfnessee at Washington (All)
(N) Kansas City at Pittsburgh (C, A)
(A) Miami at N.Y. Jets (C, N)
(All) San Diego at San Francisco
Oakland at Denver (All)
(All) Chicago at Arizona

Erin Lustic '07 in action during the recent game against
Wittenberg. Lustic continues to put up impressive 'stats as
the Scots try to claim a NCAC title (Photo by Mac Buehler).
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Last Week
Andrew 17-- 4
Chris 4
Nick 15-- 6
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74-- 33
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Andrew

Everyone

Nick
Andrew
Chris

14-ya- rd
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Nick, A

All

over-hype- d,
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Chris, N

C

'08 intercepting a pass in his own end
zone. This kept the Ohio Wesleyan
off the scoreboard and gave the Scots
Another week's worth of sports and .
the ball on their own 20 after the I have a clearer path to fall break than
touchback.
Reggie Bush had on the way to his first
The Scots drove the ball down the NFL touchdown. This guy is ridicufield before the drive stalled at the lously
so far he's looked
line. Andy Milligan
Bishop's
more like Larry Centers than Barry
'08 ensured that the Scots did not Sanders. He's averaging 3.1 yards per
come away empty-hande- d,
sending a
carry so don't put
31 -- yard
field goal through the
him in the hall yet.
uprights to give the Scots the 10--0
I have a confeslead. The rest of the first half was
sion to make. I pick
scoreless.
Buffalo every week.
Wooster wasted no time in the sec- It looked okay for
ond half, taking the opening kickoff
the first four weeks,
nickholt
and marching down the field on a
but picking them
nine-pldrive. This time the
over Chicago cannot be justified. The
Scots scored on the ground as Dustin
Bears are the best team in football.
Sheppard '09 took the ball down the Tommie Harris has been the best defenleft side for a rd
touchdown. The sive player in the league and it looks like
extra point was good, giving the Grossman is for real. There are just too
:
Scots a commanding 17-- 0 lead.
many good things you can say about
The score pressured the Bishops to this team, which is why my crossfire on
go for it on fourth-and-oon their the Seahawks focused more on players'
own. The defense held its ground as a names than the match-u- p.
pass fell incomplete after Evan
Baseball's playoffs have started and
Watson '07 applied pressure to the are already interesting. The American
quarterback.
League was turned on its side as the
Evan Watson '07 in action last year against next week's foe,
The Scot offense took advantage of Tigers managed to knock off the
Hiram. Watson has five sacks this year (Photo courtesy OPI). the great field position. Schafer startYankees, and Frank Thomas solved
ed the drive with a rd
Johan Santana, carrying the A's past the
compleThe Scots started their second drive tion to Aaron Gertz '07, giving the Twins. The only way I pictured the
Nick Holt
in Ohio Wesleyan terrjtory. Seven
Scots
on the five-yaTigers beating the Yankees in the playSports Editor
plays later they wore in the end zone line. The Scots then punched it in offs this year was on my PS2. Nobody
After a heartbreaking loss to after Justin Schafer '07 completed a with two runs by Sheppard, the secshould care about the NL because the
Wittenbergrast week, the Fighting two-yar- d
pass to Jordan Ferns '09 in ond a two-yatouchdown. The extra AL will win the World Series. It seems
took out their frustraScots (4-the corner of the end zone. The point was good, giving the' Scots an that everyone would rather continue the
),
tion on Ohio Wesleyan (0-touchdown gave Wooster a 0 lead.
insurmountable 24-- 0 lead with 1:36 ARod debate anyway.
blowing them out 24-- 0. The Scots
Schafer had a huge day for the Scots,
remaining in the third quarter.
Newsflash: Hockey season has startsecured their first ever shutout of the completing 14 of 21 passes for 215 . Neither team scored in the fourth
ed! Wait, you don't care? I'll stop my
when
Bishops
Battling
Greg yards with one touchdown and no due to a Schermbeck interception and protest to get the Outdoor Life
Schermbeck '08 intercepted a pass in interceptions.
a missed
field goal by Network on College cable.
with just 3:02 left in the
the end-zoThe passing game was good for. Milligan.
Meanwhile, the NBA has started its
contest. Schermbeck also posted nine many big plays, averaging 15 yards
Several Scots had big days on preseason. These players only try durtackles and 1.5 sacks on the day to take per completion, with 12 of the 14 defense: Phil Vitalbo "07 recorded nine ing the fourth quarter of regular season
home NCAC defensive
s.
completions giving the Scots
tackles and 1.5 sacks; Chris Craig '07 games, so watching them play around in
honors.
Schafer also did a great job also recorded nine stops.
games that mean less to them than a
Schermbeck was pleased with the spreading the ball around, completing
Watson continued his great play pickup game is sad TV
team's defensive performance. "It was passes to seven different receiver's.
this season, recording eight tackles
In college football, the SEC proved
nice to get a shutout. The coaches had Schafer's favorite target was Greg and 1.5 sacks to bring his
again that it is from top to bottom 'the
Peltz '07, who led all Scots receivers,
a great game plan against their
season total to five. Brandon
best conference in country, as well as
unorthodox offense. Everyone was hauling in five passes for 68 yards.
French '07 plugged the middle, why it's almost impossible for an SEC
Schermbeck was impressed with recording three tackles for losses and team to end the season with a perfect
getting to the ball; it was an
good team effort."
Schafer's performance. "They had a a half sack.
record. Unranked Arkansas managed to
While the big story of the day was good secondary and he absolutely
The Scots will continue their quest knock off then-N2 Auburn. The
the Scot defense, the offense was also picked them apart," he said.
for the NCAC championship tomoramazing thing alxiut the game was that
outstanding. The Scots punted on their
The defense came up big on the forow as they journey to Hiram to take Auburn didn't play poorly; Arkansas
first possession and never punted again. llowing possession with Keith Adams on the Terriers (0--5, 0-f just looked great. The division schedule
is absolutely brutal. For proof, look no
further than current SEC leader
Florida. After a big win this week over
1,

Chris Sweeney, Nick Holt and Andrew
Vogel pick the biggest college and pro
games of the week. Feel free to contact
them at voicesportswoosttr.edu.

1-- 0-1

been named to the second team
at
Lakes region and the first
team
team. Last year, she
tied a
notching
eight points (3 goals, 2 assists). She
also went into 2006 tied for 10th on
Wooster's
points list, scoring 44 points in just 33 matches.
In spite of all her achievements,
Lustic cites her leadership as her
All-NC-

rotas 'gjr

I

(3-3-0X4-6- -0)

(2-4-0X4-6- -0)

(2-4-0X3--

5-0)

(0-7-0X2-9-- 0)

Points for soccer:
Three Points for win
One Point for tie

Students may also call the college medical staff at Ext.
Minster at Ext. 60

S3 19

or a Campus

t

To report an assault, contact the Wooster City Police at
330-864-33-

33,

01 1 (emergencies)
or Campus Security at Ext. 8590.

X0)

hA of Oct.

Ilium

7

A Allegheny do not play Field Hockey

Standings are according to NortHloast org. the
NCAC web site.

For information, please access: http:www.wooster.edupolicies

or
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Soccer destroys rival Wittenberg
Johann Weber
Voice Staff
Wooster men's soccer's fireball
offense was too much for rival
Wittenberg on Saturday, helping the
Scots to register their eighth w in of the
season with a score of
The win
puts the Scots at -1
overall and
in the NCAC. The results of the
game against Allegheny, which took
place on Oct. 1 1, were not available at
press time. The victory against
Wittenberg, while not their most challenging match, was a valuable confer-

.

2-0-

-1

26-3-

30-1- 9,

team chemistry grows."
The Scots have made a lot out

-

of

their new players and the combination
of strong players. Take Nick Waychoff
'09, who scored one of the goals against
Wittenberg' and gained an assist with
the other, or goalie Erik Larson '08 who
maintains his extremely successful first
season as starting goalie (he has six
shutouts in 10 matches this year).
These two are not the reason for this
win, or the others, contend the players,
who feel that this season, has been the
work of everyone pulling together and

pushing each other. 'That's why we're
so strong; we aren't re'lyingjust.on one
person alone. We have a new hero every
game," notes Younker.
Between their teamwork, and their
confident preparations, the Scots are
following through on their vow to go
places this season. With a match
against
fellow
Oberlin tomorrow, the chance to take
hold of the NCAC is near and the Scots
plan on fighting hard.
first-place-hol-

der

neither team was able to find the back

Voice Staff

of the net, despite numerous

It's easy to see why Amanda
Artman
'10
and
Brittany

rth

digs and three blocks.
Erin SchafFner '07 also had a bier
game with 1 1 kills, six digs, three serv
ice aces and one block. KateLynn Riley
'10 and Megan Earle '09 each added
eight kills to the Scots total.
The Scots are currently in a heated
race for the NCAC tournament, bat
tling Ohio Wesleyan in the standings.
Wooster and the Bishops met once
thus far with the Scots prevailing in a
three-gam- e
match. The win over Ohio
Wesleyan gives the Scots the
tiebreaker in the standings.
13

opportunities. Alario managed to keep the
Scots in the game with seven saves on
the day. Wittenberg's goalie had three
saves on the day, despite Wooster's

, numerous

attempts and breakaways.
Wittenberg did hold the shot advantage, with 15 shots to Wooster's 10.
Additionally, Wittenberg held the corner kick advantage at four, while
Wooster only had one.
The Scots entered this week at num- -

v
.1

v

Sarah Schostarez '07 takes the ball down the field for a
shoyTiejcotsand Tigers tied
(Photo by Mac Buehler)
with the Scots holding off
Wittenberg from scoring, yet unable to
score themselves.
The Scots' only score came after a
scoreless first quarter? Angela Evans
'08 knocked a shot off the crossbar to
teammate Sara Dresser '09, who managed to edge it. in to put Wooster on
top
Unfortunately, the elation was short
lived, as Wittenberg responded within
five minutes and managed to put the
ball past goalie Staci Alario '09. The
rest of the game was a stalemate, as
1- -0.

(78-80-

5)

head-to-he- ad

Voice Staff

Montgomery '10 have received so
much hype, combining for 25 of the
field hockey team's 37 goals this season. However, on Oct. 7, it was the
experienced senior who stole the
show, as Anlyn Addis '07 reminded
everyone why she was named to the
first team
th
Coast Athletic
Conference am last year.
The team absolutely demolished
Wittenburg by the count of 0 last
Saturday. Addis set fire to the scoreboard with four goals against
Wooster's bitter rival. Addis's four-go- al
performance was a feat that hadn't been accomplished at Wooster in
5 years.
Addis began her scoring binge just
three minutes into the game, scoring
on a penalty corner. No more than a
minute later, Addis took an Artman
assist and poked it past the
Wittenburg goalie for a 0 Wooster
lead. Addis stayed relatively quiet for
the next 20 minutes, before she went
off again.
With about 25 minutes left in the
half, Addis scored on another penalty
corner with help on the assist from
Artman. Ten minutes' later, Addis
scored on yet one more penalty corner, giving her an impeccable four
goals in a span of 20 minutes, and
putting Wooster up four at the half.
The second half was quiet offensively until the last seconds of the game,
when Katy
Baron '07 added
Wooster's fifth goal of the game.
Despite being overshadowed by
Addis's heroics, goalie Anne Leigh
'07 picked up her seventh shutout of
tlie season.
Perhaps what made the team's performance even more impressive was
the fact that this was supposed to be

1

i

1- -1

ber eight in Great Lakes Regional
Coaches Poll while Witt held control of
the number six spot. The Scots hold a
record of
overall and
in the
NCAC. Wittenberg is
overall and
in the NCAC
The Scots continued their season on
the road against Oberlin College on
Wednesday" The results were not available at press time. Wooster heads to
Denison for a showdown on top of the
NCAC. The Scots look to come home
with a win, maintaining their hold on
the top of the conference.
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Amanda Artman '10 battles with a Wittenberg defender during the Scot's 0 blowout. Artman has been very impres-siv- e
in her first year campaign (Photo by Mac Buehler).
5--

a close game. Going into the game,
this was a match-u- p
of the top two

teams in the conference. However, by
the end of the game, Wooster had
left no doubt that it was the
strongest team in the conference.
On Oct. 10, Wooster's five-gawinning streak came to a close, losing
a tough match to
foe
Washington & Jefferson College.
Washington & Jefferson hit the deck
running, scoring less than four minutes into the game. Later, Artman connected for her team leading 13th goal
of the season. The game remained
deadlocked at
throughout the rest
of regulation. Washington & Jefferson
connected for the' winning goal with
just less than six minutes into over
me

non-confere-

1-

nce

-1

-2

1-- 0-1

it

:

All-Nor-

2--

play,

(605).

e

second-plac-

Andy Van Horn '07 was the Scots
top finisher shooting 79, 77 to finish in
a tie for 20th place. Erik Shoger '08
had another good week tying for 30th-pla- ce
).
Tim Sullivan '10 looked
good in his Scots debute finishing in a
.
tie for 48th (81, 82).
Patrick Lynch '08 finished 62nd
while Sean Glaser '09
overall (84-8had a difficult weekend following a
squad-lo- w
77 on Saturday with a 90
to finish 60th.
Brief written by Nick Holt

,

1

I
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Lady Streak broken after win over Witt

Jessica Sender

back-and-fo-

21 kills. She also tallied up

career-hig- h

7 and 8.

1,

6--

Andrew Vogel

1- -1.

30-2-2.

30-24-

Scott Buckwald '10 head-butt- s
the ball against Wittenberg
as Steve Fracasso '08 looks on (Photo by Mac Buehler).

Oct

After shooting better on the second
day at their other tournaments this
season, Wooster collapsed on the second day in Granville, Ohio. Wooster
shot a 315 on the first day with three
of Wooster's four scorers finishing in
6559-yar- d
the 70s on the par-7Granville Golf Course. The following;
day Wooster shot a 324 to bring their
total to 639 strokes, and give them
their worst finish of the fall.
; Otterbein College won
the event by
shooting a combined 591. Wittenberg
University managed to defeat the
Scots in one sport this week, finishing

10

Scots tie with Wittenberg
The Scots failed to get the advantage
Saturday, as the Wooster women's soccer team tied with the Wittenberg
Tigers
The entire game was a battle
between the two defenses, but neither
could overcome the other to find the
net. Emotions ,were high as the Scots
headed into double overtime. Both
overtimes consisted of

and

30-2- 4

Classic on

me

Regionally-ranke- d

C

18-3-

4,

.

compete in every match," says Younker.
"As our coach says, 'Every match is a
dog fight.' This especially applies to our
Conference matches. As far as our outlook, we're only going to improve and
become stronger and stronger as our

GOLF- - The College of Wooster
golf team ended their fall season on a
low note, finishing 10th out of 11
teams at the Denison University Fall

On the final day of the Invitational,
Wooster would defeat Medaille in
30-2- 1
three games 30-2and 30-1-9.
Wednesday the Scots returned to
NCAC play with a three-gawin
30-1- 9
over Oberlin (30-2- 5,
and ).
This win puts the Scots at 12-over
all and 3 in the NCAC, This is only
the second time this year that the Scots
were two jpmes over the' .500 mark.
Ashley Ouiscnberry 07 had a

"Although Witt's record wasn't
extremely strong coming into the
game, this was a very important, match
in terms of the conference standings."
The Scots, who are currently tied for
first place in the NCAC with Oberlin

sights set, one game at a time.
'Taking each match one by one is
keeping us very focused and ready to

7--

2--

ence win.
"We are very excited about this victory; it couldn't have come at a better
time,"
said Justin
Younker '10.

and Ohio Wesleyan University, follow
up their game against Allegheny with
one against Oberlin on Oct. 14 and
another at home against Hiram, on the
Oct. 18. As their conference matches
get closer, the team tries to keep their

Wooster faces Hiram tonight, who
is second only to Wittenberg in the
NCAC standings with a NCAC record
of 1 and is currently ranked 16 in
the AVCA Coaches Poll. Wooster continues their home stand against
Allegheny on Oct 17 at 7 p.m.
'
Brief written by Chris Sweeney

VOLLEYBALL- - Due to a
m the Wooster athletics web site, sta
tistics for the volleyball matches played over
last weekend were unavailable. This has
hindered our coverage and we apologize

for the inconvenienced
Wooster played four matches over
this week, three over the weekend at
the Carnegie Mellon Invitational
where the Scots went 1.
The Scots started off with a loss to
Elizabethtown, losing in three games
0,
20-3- 0
0.
and
Wooster
would bounce back later that night
with a win over Penn State Altoona,
The match was decided in three game9

2-- 0.

8-1-

The Wooster Voice

time. Goalies on both teams played

extremely well, combining for

19

saves.

While the team's overall winnihg
streak may have been snapped, if
Addis, Artman and Montgomery can
keep providing firepower on the
offensive end and Leigh can keep up
the strong defense, there's little
doubt this team can wrap up a regular season conference championship.
Yesterday, the Scots finished a
match against Denison that was suspended earlier. The Scots were leading
1 with 13 mintues left in the second
half and the final score was not available at press time.
Wooster continues its season on
the road tomorrow against Kenyon.
2--

Wieferich best in the State with win
Bryan Story
Voice Staff

Katie Wieferich '07 pulled ahead to
beat all of 263 other runners and claim

More than 500 men and women gathered in Delaw are, Ohio last weekend to
compete in the
Intercollegiate
Cross Country Championships. The
meet featured NCAA Div. I, II and III
teams thrown together to determine
the fastest runners and strongest teams
in the state of Ohio.
This poses difficulty for a small Div.
Ill school like Wooster, as they face
Div. I powerhouses like Ohio State,
Kent State, Cincinnati and Ohio
University. But Wooster was up to the
challenge, and one runner in particular
continued her dominant win streak
even in (lie midst of such worthy competition.
After running alongside the top racers from the biggest schools in the
state for the first third of the race,

the title of fastest women's collegiate
runner in Ohio. Her time of 18:1 was
13 seconds faster than the runner-u- p
from Bowling Green State University,
marking the first time a non-DiI
runner has won the race since 20O0',
and the first time in the race's
history that a Div. Ill woman has won
the individual title.
Wieferich's heroics pulled the team
up to 20th of the 38 teams present and
ninth of the 17 Div. Ill teams. Ohio
University's women's team won the
meet with all five of their scoring runners in the top 20. Case Western
Reserve University claimed the Div. Ill
title with a third place overall finish.
Wooster's other women scorers were
Nicole Calderone "08 (!)8th), Ashley
Zervos '07 (112th), Caitlin ORioidan
'10 (152nd) and Erin Fortin "08 (l6(ith).

All-Oh- io

1

v.

25-ye- ar

Wooster's men were led again by
Rudy Gilman '07 who finished 120th
overall in the field of 286 competitors
and 43rd among Div. Ill runners. He
was followed by Dave Thomas '07
(139), Rick Workman '10 (169), Mark
DeWine '09 (188) and Terry Workman
'10 (200). The team finished 27th of
the 42 teams present and 12th of 22
Div. Ill teams.
Ohio State won the
team competition and Mt. Union
College placed first among Div. Ill
schools.
.
Both the men's and women's teams
look forward to hosting the third
annual Jim Bean Twilight Invitational
tonight on the L.C. Boles Memorial
Golf Course. The meet is held in
memory of the longtime Fighting
Scots coacli and will feature Hiram
College, Lake Erie College, Myers
University (men) and Ursuline College
(women).

